A speed-and-phase control circuit for a rotary machine. A frequency divider is responsive to an input signal whose frequency is proportional to the revolution number of the rotary machine. The frequency divider provides as a first output signal a frequency-divided version of the input signal. A logical circuit is responsive to the input signal and to the first output signal. The logical circuit provides in timed relationship first, second and third timing pulses. The pulse width of the first timing pulse and of the second timing pulse is equal to a half period of the input signal. The pulse width of the second timing pulse is equal to one period of the input signal. The rising edge of the first timing pulse is substantially coincident with the falling edge of the input signal, the rising edge of the second timing pulse is substantially coincident with the falling edge of the first timing pulse, and the rising edge of the third timing pulse is substantially coincident with the falling edge of the second timing pulse. A charging circuit charges a first capacitor to a predetermined voltage level in response to the first timing pulse. A discharge circuit discharges according to the constant current mode the first capacitor circuit in response to the second timing pulse. A first gate circuit transfers the charge present on the first capacitor circuit to a second capacitor circuit in response to the second timing pulse. A second gate circuit transfer the charge present on the first capacitor circuit to a third capacitor circuit in response to a reference pulse having a reference phase. The speed and phase of the rotary machine is selectively controlled in accordance with the voltages present on the second and third capacitor circuits.
SPEED-AND-PHASE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR A ROTARY MACHINE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a speed-and-phase control circuit adapted to control the rotational speed-and-phase of a rotary machine.

2. Description of the Prior Art
A speed control circuit is frequently employed for constant speed control of a rotary machine, such as an electric motor. Such a conventional speed control circuit is responsive to an alternating current signal that is generated by the rotary machine and has a frequency which is proportional to the number of revolutions of the rotary machine per unit time. The alternating current signal is converted by the constant speed control into a direct current signal whose amplitude is proportional to the frequency of the alternating current signal. The direct current signal is then compared to a reference voltage signal so as to produce a difference signal. The difference signal is used as a feedback signal and, thus, allows the constant speed control circuit to provide the constant speed control of the rotary machine.

If synchronization of the revolution number of the rotary machine with a reference signal of predetermined frequency or if coincidence of rotation phase with the phase of a signal of predetermined frequency is required, however, a rotation phase control circuit is needed in addition the speed control circuit described above. A device having both a phase control circuit and a speed control circuit is electronically complicated and is difficult to build and maintain. Several attempts have been made to simplify the device having both a phase control circuit and a speed control circuit. One such approach employs a circuit which exhibits several major deficiencies. For example, the circuit employs a monostable multivibrator whose time constant inherently varies with temperature, and, thus, the circuit characteristics are prone to be unstable. Furthermore, the circuit needs capacitors to form the monostable multivibrator, and, therefore, in the case where the circuit is manufactured in the form of an integrated circuit, it is necessary to provide the capacitors externally.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide a rotation speed-and-phase control circuit for a rotary machine, which is simple to construction, which exhibits a high stability, and which requires only a few capacitors.

The present invention is a speed-and-phase control circuit for a rotary machine. A frequency divider is responsive to an input signal whose frequency is proportional to the revolution number of the rotary machine. The frequency divider provides as a first output signal a frequency-divided version of the input signal. A logical circuit is responsive to the input signal and to the first output signal. The logical circuit provides in timed relationship first, second and third timing pulses. The pulse width of the first timing pulse and of the second timing pulse is equal to a half period of the input signal. The pulse width of the second timing pulse is equal to one period of the input signal. The rising edge of the first timing pulse is substantially coincident with the falling edge of the input signal, the rising edge of the second timing pulse is substantially coincident with the falling edge of the first timing pulse, and the rising edge of the third timing pulse is substantially coincident with the falling edge of the second timing pulse. A charging circuit charges a first capacitor to a predetermined voltage level in response to the first timing pulse. A discharge circuit discharges according to the constant current mode the first capacitor circuit in response to the second timing pulse. A first gate circuit transfers the charge present on the first capacitor circuit to a second capacitor circuit in response to the second timing pulse. A second gate circuit transfers the charge present on the first capacitor circuit to a third capacitor circuit in response to a reference pulse having a reference phase. The speed and phase of the rotary machine is selectively controlled in accordance with the voltage present on the second and third capacitor circuits.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing one example of a speed-and-phase-control circuit for a rotary machine according to the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a waveform diagram representing the operation at several nodes in the circuit shown in FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is described with reference to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 1 shows one example of a speed-and-phase control circuit according to the present invention, and FIG. 2 is a waveform diagram representing the operation at several different nodes in the circuit shown in FIG. 1. It should be noted that the reference characters in FIG. 2 correspond to the characters in FIG. 1.

Referring to FIG. 1, a signal having a frequency proportional to the number of revolutions of an electric motor 1 is generated by a frequency generator 2. The output of frequency generator 2 is shaped into a rectangular wave by a waveform shaping circuit 3. The rectangular wave output of the waveform shaping circuit is subjected to a 1/2 frequency division operation by a frequency divider 4, so as to provide a second timing signal for opening an output gate 10. The pulse width of the second timing signal is equal to one period of the output of the frequency generator 2.

The outputs of waveform shaping circuit 3 and frequency divider 4 are subjected to a logical synthesis by inverters 5 and 6 and AND gates 7 and 8, which form first and third timing signals for opening respective gates 9 and 11. The pulse width of each of the first and third timing signals is equal to one-half (1/2) of the period of the output of the frequency generator 2. The aforementioned first, second and third timing signals are shown by the waveform traces (a), (b) and (d), respectively, of FIG. 2. As shown in FIG. 2, each of the three timing pulses opens its respective gates when it is in the logic high level.

The operation of the speed-and-phase control of the present invention is now described. First, gate 9 is opened by the first timing signal (c), which causes a first capacitor 13 to be charged to a voltage equal to a reference voltage present at a reference voltage source 12. Then, gate 10 is opened by the second timing signal (b) as gate 9 is being closed, causing first capacitor 13 to be discharged in the constant current mode by a constant current source 14 in a period of time corresponding to
one period of the output of frequency generator 2. Then, when gate 10 is closed so as to stop the discharging of capacitor 13, gate 11 is opened by the third timing signal (d), causing a second capacitor 15 to be charged to a value equal to the voltage present across first capacitor 13. In the present case, first capacitor 13 is charged to a voltage obtained as the result of discharging, in the constant current mode, for a period of time corresponding to one period of the output of the frequency generator 2. Thus, the voltage present on first capacitor 13 corresponds to the period of the output of the frequency generator 2, this causing the voltage present on second capacitor 15 also to correspond to the same period.

Next, the first timing signal (c) occurs again, causing gate 9 to be opened and first capacitor 13 to be charged to the reference voltage present as reference voltage source 12. At the same time, gate 11 is closed, and, therefore, the terminal voltage on second capacitor 15 is maintained unchanged. The terminal voltage present on second capacitor 15 is applied through a buffer 16 to a driving circuit 17 of the electric motor 1. Buffer 16 has a very high input impedance so that second capacitor 15 is not discharged thereby. The driving circuit 17 operates to drive the electric motor 1 in the forward direction so as to increase the revolution number thereof when the terminal voltage on second capacitor 15 is at a low level, which is due to a low output frequency from a frequency generator 2. The driving circuit 17 also operates to drive the electric motor in the reverse direction so as to decrease the revolution number thereof when the terminal voltage on second capacitor 15 is at a high level, which is due to a high output frequency from frequency generator 2. Thus, the electric motor 1 is controlled by driving circuit 17 so that electric motor 1 is rotated at a constant speed. It should be noted that driving circuit 17 is made up of a differential circuit having two input terminals. The output signal from buffer 16 is applied to the first input terminal, and a reference voltage from a buffer 21 (discussed below) is applied to the second input terminal.

As shown in FIG. 1, a reference voltage signal is applied to a reference signal input terminal 22 and is subjected to waveform shaping by a waveform shaping circuit 18, which results in a signal having a narrow pulse width being generated, as shown by waveform trace (f) in FIG. 2. The output signal from waveform shaping circuit 18 having the narrow pulse width is applied to a gate 19. When electric motor 1 is being rotated substantially in steady state, the terminal voltage present on first capacitor 13 is of a trapezoid waveform, as indicated by waveform trace (e) of FIG. 2. A third capacitor 20 is charged to the terminal voltage present on first capacitor 13 when gate 19 is opened by the timing signal (f) from waveform shaping circuit 18. Accordingly, when the phase of the terminal voltage waveform present on first capacitor 13 lags the phase of the reference signal at the reference signal input terminal 22, the third capacitor 20 is charged to a high voltage level. However, when the phase of the terminal voltage waveform present on first capacitor 13 leads the phase of the reference signal at the reference signal input terminal 22, the third capacitor 20 is charged to a low voltage level.

The terminal voltage present on third capacitor 20 is applied to the motor driving circuit 17 through a buffer 21 having a function similar to that of buffer 16. In the phase case, when the terminal voltage on third capaci-
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5. The speed-and-phase control circuit for a rotary machine as recited in claim 1, further comprising, first buffer circuit means responsive to said voltage present on said second capacitor circuit for providing said voltage as a second output signal, said first buffer circuit means exhibiting a high input impedance.

6. second buffer circuit means responsive to said voltage present on said third capacitor circuit for providing said voltage as a third output signal, said second buffer circuit means exhibiting a high input impedance, and driving circuit means responsive to said second and third output signals for providing a speed-and-phase control signal to said rotary machine derived in accordance with the difference between said second output signal and said third output signal.

3. The speed-and-phase control circuit for a rotary machine as recited in claim 1, wherein said logical circuit means includes first means for producing the logical product of the inverse of said input signal and the inverse of said first output signal, said logical product being said first timing pulse, and second means for producing the logical product of said input signal and the inverse of said first output signal, said logical product being said third timing pulse.

4. The speed-and-phase control circuit for a rotary machine as recited in claim 3, wherein said first means includes a first inverter having an input responsive to said input signal, a second inverter having an input responsive to said first output signal, and an AND circuit having a first input responsive to the output of said first inverter, a second input responsive to the output of said second inverter and an output, said output being said first timing pulse.

5. The speed-and-phase control circuit for a rotary machine as recited in claim 3, wherein said second means include a third inverter having an input responsive to said first output signal and an AND circuit having a first input responsive to the output of said third inverter, a second input responsive to said input signal and an output, said output being said third timing pulse.